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Appendix A: Implementation Details
The network architecture is illustrated in Table 1. The
input RGB image is sent to the shared feature encoder with
Res-50-FPN as the backbone. We utilize ROIAlign [4] to
crop the hand and the object features Fh and Fo with channel
dimensions 256 and spatial resolution 32 from the most finegrained level P2 features of the FPN.
Contextual Reasoning Module The contextual reasoning (CR) module takes the object features as the query and
the hand-object intersecting regions as the key. After passing
the input features by two 1-D convolutions to reduce their
channel size into 128, we reshape them into R1024×128 and
R128×1024 for the query and the key respectively. Then we
perform matrix multiplication to get a R1024×1024 pairwise
similarity matrix and use the softmax operation on the top to
obtain the synergy map. We apply another 1-D convolution
to the input key features and do the reshape to get the key
embedding R1024×128 . We perform another matrix multiplication between the synergy map and the key embedding to
get the intermediate representation of R1024×128 . The target
representation is computed by lifting the intermediate representation’s channel dimension to the original ones of 256.
The output is further added to the original query features by
residual connection.
Hand Decoder The 2D heatmaps H in the joints localization network takes the form of H ∈ R32×32×Nh where each
channel corresponds to one joint. Nh = 21 is the number
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Input image

512 × 512 × 3
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Feature extraction
Res-50-FPN (P2 ) [6]
Hand-RoiAlign [4]
Object-RoiAlign [4]

128 × 128 × 256
32 × 32 × 256
32 × 32 × 256
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Contextual reasoning
enhanced object feature

32 × 32 × 256

3
3
3
3

Hand Decoder
Hourglass Module [7]
4 Residaul Block [5]
Flatten
3 FC Layers

32 × 32 × 21
2 × 2 × 512
2048
58

4
4
4

Object Decoder
4 Shared 2D Convolution
2D Convolution of localization
2D Convolution of confidence

32 × 32 × 256
32 × 32 × 21 × 2
32 × 32 × 21 × 1

Table 1. Network architecture and configurations of the proposed
model. FC layers denote the fully-connected layers.

of joints. Then the 2D joint positions J 2D ∈ RNh ×2 can
be calculated by the weighted sum of heatmapP
values and
corresponding 2D pixel coordinates as Ji2D =
p · Hi (p)
for each joint i, where p represents the pixel coordinates
in the heatmap. The mesh regression network predicts the
MANO pose parameters θ ∈ R48 and shape parameters
β ∈ R10 by first using the residual blocks combined with
max-pooling layers to downsample the hand features, and
three fully-connected layers afterward to regress the target
MANO parameters θ and β.
Object Decoder The two-stream object decoder has two
outputs separately, the control points 2D coordinates in
R32×32×No ×2 and the corresponding 1D confidence values in R32×32×No ×1 for all grids, where No = 21 is the
number of control points. To predict the i-th control point
pixel coordinates from grid g, the network estimates a offset vg,i between the grid’s pixel location pg and the target
control point position ti . Then the residual error δg,i between the prediction in grid g to the target control point i is
δg,i = pg + vg,i − ti . The confidence score cg,i is obtained
1

models

Hand
mean distance (↓)

Object
mean distance (↓)

15.8
18.0
16.5

24.9
22.3
20.4

Tekin et. al [9]
Hasson et. al [3]
Ours-sup

Table 2. Hand pose and object pose performance between stateof-the-art methods [9, 3] and the proposed method on FPHA [2]
dataset. sup means our model is trained under the supervised
learning phase. The error is in mm.

methods
Boukhayma et al. [1]
Radosavovic et al. [8]
Ours

Hand AUC(↑)
Joint Mesh
73.1
74.1
73.9
74.7
74.8
75.9

F-score(↑)
F@5 F@15
43.2
90.9
43.0
91.9
45.3
92.9

Table 3. Comparison against different semi-supervised hand pose
estimation approaches on the cross-domain FPHA dataset.

by apply the sigmoid function at the top of the second stream
output.

Appendix B: Performance on FPHA Dataset
with Fully Supervision
We report our method’s hand and object pose estimation performance on FPHA [2] dataset. Considering that
there is a significant appearance change between the FPHA
dataset and other datasets because of the introduction of visible markers used for annotation, we do not use the FPHA
dataset to conduct semi-supervised learning. We compare
our model’s performance trained under supervised learning against other state-of-the-art approaches [9, 3], the results are shown in Table 2. As can be seen from the table,
our method has the lowest object estimation error and outperforms other approaches by a large margin, as well as a
comparable hand pose estimation performance against [9]
and much better than [3]. Our model with only supervised
learning could achieve the best overall performance on the
FPHA dataset, which demonstrates the superiority of the
joint learning framework and the effectiveness of the contextual reasoning module.

Appendix C: Cross-domain Semi-supervised
Learning Results on FPHA Dataset
We compare our method with other semi-supervised learning methods [1, 8] on the FPHA dataset as shown in Table. 3.
Specifically, we implemented [8] by removing the spatialtemporal constraints in our method for generating pseudo
labels. Note that all the methods are not trained with the
FPHA dataset. Our method performs significantly better
than previous approaches in this cross-domain setting. Our
method earns such benefit from using real-world hand-object
videos that contain a wide range of domains with different colors, hand scales, lighting, objects, and backgrounds.
Training on these videos covers most domains in different

test datasets. Thus we can improve both the performance
and generalization across different domains and datasets.

Appendix D: Qualitative Generalization Results on FPHA and Freihand Dataset
We visualize our proposed model’s generalization results
on the FPHA dataset [2] and Freihand dataset [?]. We compare our method against the baseline which doesn’t include
the semi-supervised learning phase and the contextual reasoning model. The qualitative results of the FPHA dataset
and the Freihand dataset can be seen in Figure 1 and Figure 2
respectively. As can be seen from these figures, by introducing more training data that covers diverse hand poses
and subjects in the wild, our model can obtain much better
generalization performance across different backgrounds,
viewpoints, and subjects.
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Figure 1. Qualitative comparisons of the proposed method against the baseline on FPHA dataset [2]. The top row shows the predictions of
the baseline, while the bottom row shows the predictions of our proposed model.

Figure 2. Qualitative comparisons of the proposed method against the baseline on Freihand dataset [?]. The top row shows the predictions of
the baseline, while the bottom row shows the predictions of our proposed model.

